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Great for waterproofing:

• Tub and shower surrounds – bathrooms; kitchens; food prep, 
dishwashing and cafeteria areas; countertops; and laundry rooms 

• Freshwater pools, fountains and water features (completely covered 
by ceramic tile) 

• Balconies and decks over occupied space when used in conjunction 
with a primary waterproofing membrane 

• Steam rooms when used in conjunction with a vapor barrier 

 Great for preventing cracks up to 1/8" (3 mm) from transmitting 
through ceramic tile and stone applications*

 * Not for use over control joints, structural cracks or where out-of-plane  
   movement occurs



Before you start:

NA 1740 can be installed with a 
paintbrush or 1/2" (12-mm) nap roller.

Make sure that you are installing NA 1740 over one of the following 
recommended substrates:
✔ Fully cured concrete (at least 28 days old)
✔ Cement mortar beds or leveling coats
✔ Cement backer units
✔ Gypsum wallboard
✔ Radiant-heated substrates
✔ Properly prepared unglazed ceramic tile and cement terrazzo 

floors

For all other surfaces, or if you are not sure whether the conditions 
of your surface meet requirements, call Technical Services at  
1-800-637-7753 in the United States/Caribbean or  
1-844-410-1212 in Canada.

Fill all cracks, control joints and gaps with an appropriate filler 
material in corners and coves that are greater than 1/32" (1 
mm). Force the material into the crack and finish smooth with 
a trowel. Let dry. NA 1750 Waterproof Coating Fabric may be 
used with NA 1740 in any of the areas discussed below for 
added strength.

1. Apply NA 1740 liquid 6" (15 cm) 
on both sides of cracks, corners 
and coves with a paintbrush or 
roller. Let dry to a red color. If 
using NA 1750, embed 6" (15 
cm) wide strips in wet NA 1740 
liquid, overlapping each strip 2" 
(5 cm), and brush NA 1740 over 
the fabric and let dry. 

2. Apply a second coat and let dry. 

1. Fill the space between the drain 
pipe and the substrate with the 
appropriate expansion joint 
materials (typically a closed-cell 
foam backer rod and sealant). 

2. For drains with a bolt-down 
collar and weep holes, loosen 
and remove bolts from the drain 
flange. Abrade the drain flange 
with sandpaper and then clean 
and dry thoroughly.

3. With a paintbrush, apply a 
heavy coat over and around the 
drain flange. If using NA 1750, 
cut a radius piece of fabric to 
fit the sloped area around the 
flange and then embed NA 
1750 into the fresh layer of NA 
1740 liquid. 

4. Once the first coat has dried to 
a red color, apply a second coat 
and let dry.

Pre-treat cracks, corners and coves (floor/wall intersections) 

Pre-treat drains
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1. Apply NA 1740 to the entire area 
to be waterproofed (including 
previously coated areas such as 
cracks, drains and penetrations) 
by using a 1/2" (12-mm) nap 
roller. Let dry to a red color.

2. Apply a second coat to the 
entire installation using the 
cross-roll method. 

3. Inspect and recoat pinholes. 
Let dry 55 to 90 minutes before 
installing tile or stone. 

Note: Wait 12 hours after applying NA 1740 before flood testing.

1. Bolt down the collar to the drain 
flange.

2.  Set the drain height by twisting 
the drain flange to match the 
height of the tiles.

3.  Add a few handfuls of pea 
gravel to the drain to protect 
the weep holes.

4.  Cover the drain with masking or 
duct tape.

5. Fill in the depression around 
the drain with NA 1200. Do not 
waterproof the filled area of 
NA 1200; tile is to be installed 
directly over the top of the filled 
area of NA 1200.

You are now ready to install your tile. For maximum 
performance and longevity, use NA 3120 Dual Set™ with NA 
3000 Mortar Additive or NA 3800 Magna Flex™. Grout your tile 
with NA 4600 Ever Color™ PQ.

Complete the main area Fill the recessed drain


